
Full SAFe is the most comprehensive version of 
the Scaled Agile Framework and helps organiza-
tions build and develop complex products and 
solutions. It includes all the capabilities needed 
to drive agility in the enterprise.

The cplace Solution Template Full SAFe Suite 
is the sum of all cplace solutions around the 
SAFe framework. It emphasizes the incremen-
tal release of solutions over a longer period of 
time and makes it easier for those responsible to 
scale agile practices in a growing team.  

The goal of comprehensively scaling agile prac-
tices at the enterprise level is improved collab-
oration and higher product quality, leading to 
faster time to market.

More at cplace.com

Agile scaling  
to enterprise

Full SAFe Suite

https://www.cplace.com/en/toolkit/full-safe
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Business Challenge

Companies face the challenge of investing heavily in digital and agile transformation, but implemen-
tation often falls short of expectations. A gap between executive and decision-making teams makes 
optimal coordination difficult. Complex, enterprise-wide tasks require an adaptation of agile princi-
ples, as they often go beyond the scope of a single ART and require additional roles, artifacts, and 
coordination. 
  
Customer Benefits

The cplace Full SAFe Suite is a complete digital SAFe solution that optimizes collaboration, visibility 
and adaptability for large organizations. Organizations are empowered to make informed decisions 
and accelerate the delivery of their products and services by simply aligning their teams with Agile 
principles.  

Special Features

1. Full SAFe encompasses all levels of the Scaled Agile Framework and provides a structured method 
for planning, executing and managing programs and projects. 

2. Each SAFe function or role, whether product manager, software architect, or team member, is able 
to know where it stands at any given time for its corresponding “SAFe artifact” level. 

3. The introduction of SAFe into the organization can be gradual and flexible. From starting in small 
teams, to solution trains, to an interconnected, fully coordinated enterprise on the path to successful 
agile and digital transformation.

 Lean Portfolio Management
 Large Solution SAFe

 Essential SAFe
 Team SAFe

The cplace Solution Template Full SAFe Suite combines the independently working cplace Solution 
Templates

Modular structure,  
all SAFe levels can  
be used individually

Overview of the 
entire organizational 
structure is guaranteed 
at all times 

Coexistence with  
Jira is possible,  
but not required

https://content.cplace.com/hubfs/2_Product%20Insights/Solution%20Templates/ST_Team_Level_SAFe_Paper_EN.pdf
https://content.cplace.com/hubfs/2_Product%20Insights/Solution%20Templates/ST_Essential_SAFe_Paper_EN.pdf
https://content.cplace.com/hubfs/2_Product%20Insights/Solution%20Templates/ST_Large_Solution_SAFe_Paper_EN.pdf
https://content.cplace.com/hubfs/2_Product%20Insights/Solution%20Templates/ST_Lean_Portfolio_Mgmnt_Paper_EN.pdf

